The inaugural CyberDSA’23 was a resounding success bringing together some of the brightest minds in the cybersecurity landscape to share insights, strategies and innovations that are shaping the future of our digital world. I am thrilled to announce that we are back and with even greater determination and vision for 2nd CyberDSA, set to be held from 6th to 8th August 2024 at KL Convention Center, Kuala Lumpur.

Staying head of cyber threats and challenges is not just a priority, but a collective responsibility. CyberDSA’24 aims to foster a dynamic platform where experts, practitioners, governments, and enthusiasts come together to delve into sharing groundbreaking solutions to protect our digital assets. Together, we will not only fortify our cyber defences but also explore the boundless opportunities that the digital space presents.

From cutting-edge tech to policy considerations, from threat intelligence to risk management, CyberDSA’24 is set to provide yet another round of comprehensive and insightful realizations through the multifaceted dimensions of cyber security.

To our esteemed participants, your presence and active engagement are integral to the success of CyberDSA’24. I would like to encourage everyone to make the most of this opportunity to connect, learn and be inspired. I believe that participants will not only obtain the latest knowledge but a renewed sense of purpose, camaraderie towards the shared mission to better secure our digital space together.

I would like to also acknowledge the friendship and connections that CyberDSA’24 will foster. Let us embark on this amazing journey together, embracing the challenges with the spirit of innovation and collaboration towards navigating tomorrow’s cyber and digital frontier.

See you at CyberDSA’24!
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